Graph Theory Questions And Solutions
graph theory problems and solutions - geometer - 6. show that if every component of a graph is
bipartite, then the graph is bipartite. proof: if the components are divided into sets a1 and b1, a2 and b2, et
cetera, then let a= [iaiand b= [ibi. 7. prove that if uis a vertex of odd degree in a graph, then there exists a
path from uto another vertex vof the graph where valso has odd degree. graph theory questions from past
papers - bilkent university - graph theory questions from past papers bilkent university, laurence barker, 19
october 2017 do not forget to justify your answers in terms which could be understood by people who know
the background theory but are unable to do the questions themselves. all graphs, in the questions below, are
understood to be nite ordinary graphs. exercises - graph theory solutions - utrecht university - exercises
- graph theory solutions question 1 model the following situations as (possibly weighted, possibly directed)
graphs. draw each graph ... graph theory w4203 final exam - columbia university - mon 17 dec 2007
graph theory final exam w4203fx.f07 7 of 8 10:33 am 12/11/07 5. we can draw k 5!s 1 so that there is a single
region whose boundary contains all five vertices. join two copies with a tube to join those special regions of the
two tori, and draw the edges on the tube from a graph on one torus to a graph on the other torus. graph
theory final exam - arizona state university - graph theory final exam may 12, 2004 directions. solve the
ﬁve problems below. ask questions whenever it is not clear what is being asked of you. graph theory past
paper questions - a simple graph z has six vertices and each of the vertices has the same degree d. state the
possible values of d. if z is connected, state the possible values of d. if z is eulerian, state the possible values of
d. (4 marks) the complete graph kn (n > l) has every one of its n vertices connected to each of the other
vertices by a single edge. graph theory - gordon college - a graph h is a subgraph of a graph g if all
vertices and edges in h are also in g. de nition a connected component of g is a connected subgraph h of g
such that no other connected subgraph of g contains h. de nition a graph is called eulerian if it contains an
eulerian circuit. mat230 (discrete math) graph theory fall 2018 7 / 72 multiple choice questions forreview basic concepts in graph theory multiple choice questions forreview some of the following questions assume
that you have done the exercises. 1. indicate which, if any, of the following ﬁve graphs g = (v,e,φ), |v | = 5, is
not graph theory objective type questions and answers - description from the network theory objective
type questions and answers. theory 2015. ©hbcse, 31 this examination paper consists of 36 pages of problems
including answer boxes. • total marks for objective type question, mark x in the correct box. some of the use
the graph to answer the questions. 9. objective chapter 6: graph theory - coconino community college chapter 6: graph theory _____ chapter 6: graph theory . graph theory deals with routing and network problems
and if it is possible to find a “best” route, whether that means the least expensive, least amount of time or the
least distance. some examples of routing problems are routes covered by postal workers, ups
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